
• We had entered, and the doctor had preceded us into what was evidently his 

waiting-room.  

 

   

    We               had entered                    Sub-Cl          ,      and             
      Subject    Verb         Object 

 
Clause 
 
 
 

    

   the doctor              had preceded         us   into      Sub-Cl  . 
       Subject     Verb            Object      Phrase      

 
Clause 

 
 
 
 
 
 

  Sub-Cl  :                 what         was          evidently         his       waiting-room       
                      Subject      Verb            Object 

 
Noun Clause 
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• From that night nothing has been seen of the three murderers by the police, and it 

is surmised at Scotland Yard that they were among the passengers of the ill-fated 

steamer Norah Creina, which was lost some years ago with all hands upon the 

Portuguese coast, some leagues to the north of Oporto. 

 

   From that night           nothing             has been seen           of the three murderers  
          Phrase        Subject     Verb       Phrase 

 

           by the police            , 
Phrase                      

 
 
 

Clause                                                          and 

 
   
          it             is surmised               at Scotland Yard     that…… Oporto        . 
      (Dummy)  Subject    Verb      Phrase         Subject 
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                that              they                were      
                 Subject        Verb 

 
     among    the passengers      
 
    of    the ill-fated     steamer       Norah Creina  , 
 
 
                 

     which   was lost   some years ago     with all hands upon the Portuguese coast ,  
      Subject                Verb                              Phrase        Phrase 

 
          some leagues     to the north     of Oporto                               . 

Phrase 
Phrase   

Phrase   
Adjective Clause  

 
Phrase   
                     Complement / Phrase 

 
 
 
Noun Clause / Subject 
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• Suddenly, however, as I sat writing, he ceased to give any answer at all to my 
inquiries, and on my turning towards him I was shocked to see that he was sitting bolt 
upright in his chair, staring at me with a perfectly blank and rigid face. 
 
  Suddenly,    however,     as    I     sat writing     ,    he         ceased  

Subject            Verb           Subject     Verb 
 Adverb Clause 

 
 
  to give     any answer       at all         to my inquiries                              , and 

      Object        Phrase  
Phrase / Object             Clause 
 

 
  on my turning         towards      him            I         was shocked    

      Phrase           Subject       Verb  
Phrase 

   
  to see   that    he      was sitting        bolt upright      in his chair  ,  staring   at me 

      Subject   Verb             Phrase              Phrase 

  
                with   a perfectly blank and rigid   face                                 . 

 
Phrase  

Noun Clause / Object  
Phrase  
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• When I tell you that his shoes were square-toed instead of being pointed like 
Blessington’s, and were quite an inch and a third longer than the doctor’s, you will 
acknowledge that there can be no doubt as to his individuality. 
 

When   I     tell    you      
                 Subject      Verb      Object 

      

     that   his shoes   were  square-toed     instead of  being pointed like Blessington’s  ,            
         Subject    Verb          Complement             Phrase  
 

Clause          and 
     

(his shoes)     were        quite an inch and a third longer than the doctor’s          ,                 
       Verb       Complement 

Noun Clause / Object  

Adverb Clause 

 

you        will acknowledge     that  there   can be    no doubt     as to his individuality    . 
Subject    Verb             (Dummy) Subject  Verb      Subject     Phrase 
 

Noun Clause / Object 
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• However, wretch as he was, he was still living under the shield of British law, and 
I have no doubt, Inspector, that you will see that, though that shield may fail to guard, 
the sword of justice is still there to avenge.  
 
  However ,  wretch        as   he     was   ,       he       was      still      living  
                  Subject         Verb             Subject     

Adverb Clause                  Verb 

 
              under the shield      of British law                             ,                             

Phrase 
Phrase                  Clause 
 

and                      

                  I    have     no doubt      ,        Inspector ,        
                           Subject           Verb     Object     Address 
        (about the  fact) 
             ||     Noun Clause 

                 that          you            will see        
           Subject           Verb   
                 that though     that shield          may fail         to guard       , 
                       Subject                      Verb                 

Clause     
                                      the sword   of justice    is     still    there      to avenge     . 

           Subject                      Phrase        Verb          (Dummy)      
 

Noun Clause 
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• When a moment later I saw your eyes wander away from the picture, I suspected 
that your mind had now turned to the Civil War, and when I observed that your lips 
set, your eyes sparkled, and your hands clinched, I was positive that you were indeed 
thinking of the gallantry which was shown by both sides in that desperate struggle. 
  
 
               When       a moment later     

 I    saw    your eyes   wander(ing) away   from the picture    ,  
         Subject   Verb                Object                   Phrase 

                   Adverb Clause 

 
    I    suspected              
   Subject           Verb 
 

that   your mind       had      now   turned     to the Civil War       ,  
Subject                                                                       Phrase  

Verb 
 
Noun Clause  / Object 
 

Clause 

 
 

and  
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              when      I          observed  

   Subject     Verb 
 

that    your lips        set     ,       your eyes     sparkled  ,  
       Subject             Verb          Subject       Verb 

 
and    your hands     clinched     Clause        , 

Subject          Verb 
 

Noun Clause / Object 
Adverb Clause 

             I       was       positive      (about the fact) 
       Subject         Verb       Complement               ||  

           
that       you                 were   indeed      thinking 
         Subject      

           Verb  
 
of the gallantry   which     was shown    by both sides 

     Subject      Verb    Phrase  
                              in   that    desperate   struggle   . 

 
       Phrase  

jective Clause   
Phrase  
                        Noun Clause  

Clause    
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